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We also cater to the private sector with a wide range 
of hire furniture for birthday parties, family gatherings 
and intimate events at the home. Collectively, the 
owners, management and founders hold over 100 

HOT & TRENDING 
According to market-leading furniture hire 
company Inspire Furniture, clean, contemporary 
looks dominate event furniture style trends at the 
moment. Clients are looking for anything custom 
that truly sets their events apart from the others. 
As a result, Inspire has invested substantially in new 
ranges and imports to ensure that at any given time, 
clients can choose from a wide variety of styles, 
designs and price categories. Here are some of 
the hot and trending furniture ranges at Inspire:

Inspire Furniture supplies trending furniture to South Africa’s leading events including 
exhibitions, conferences, music concerts, galas, festivals, weddings, fashion shows, 

high profile sporting and corporate hospitality events. 

TIMELINE

GET INSPIRED

2014
Inspire Furniture first opened 

its doors in 2014 with a range of 
innovative blow up loungers. 

After just three months, the business 
moved into its first warehouse. 

2015
In April 2015 Inspire unveiled 

its Cape Town operations, later 
moving the Johannesburg 

business into its current 
warehouse in Wynberg.

2018
Today Inspire employs 135 staff 

across its Johannesburg and Cape 
Town offices and is now a leading 
furniture rental company in South 
Africa, maintaining an impressive 

and ever-expanding client list.

years of eventing experience. With the guidance of 
its business partners, the business has, in a short 
period of time, evolved into a market leader within 
the exhibition, conference and events industries.
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Pastels 
Predicted to be a hot 
trend for 2018 are 
an array of pastel 

shades in powder pink, cool mint, lemon, 
chiffon and baby blue flooding into the 
event space. Soft, sophisticated and 
regal, pastels are going to be a massive 
focus on event furniture ranges including 
couches, single seaters, ottomans, cushions, 
vases and thick plush carpeting, all in pretty pastels.

Metallics
This year metallic is 
really in. Any furniture 
finishes including 
rose gold, silvers, 

white gold, gold and copper are a sure win. Adding a 
touch of sophistication to any event, furniture with 
metallic finishes are highly sought after. Just have a 
look at the iridescent Chesterfield, bronze ottoman, 
Madison couch and wavy ottoman to get the vibe!

Geometric shapes
Angles, bold straight lines and 
sharp corners will be featured 
heavily in event furniture 
throughout 2018. Abstract 
design will replace symmetry 
and we’ll be seeing an influx of 
sharpened, streamlined shapes 

in raw and rustic materials. Our Diamond coffee 
table, marble nested side tables, square cross-
legged coffee table, triangle arm chair, and silver 
café chair are all on point with the geometric trend.

Grey matter
Grey is the new foundation 
colour for soft seating. It’s 
fresh, sophisticated and 
versatile enough to pair with 
just about any other colour. 

Grey furniture is stunning when combined with 
neutral woods, rose tones, black, white and deep 
green or magenta. Now that’s grey that matters!

White and boho
Also trending is clean, modern 
white furniture, tables, chairs 
and décor. Just look at the 
sought after Just White 

parties! Add a layer to this look with colour accents, 
vibrant carpets, pillows and bright ottomans, raw 
wood tables and greenery to give a Bohemian vibe.

INSPIRE FURNITURE
www.inspirefurniture.co.za  |  info@inspirefurniture.co.za 

JOHANNESBURG Tel: 087 470 0670 

 CAPE TOWN Tel: 087 470 0670

We work really hard to continually bring to 
market new collections that reflect both 

classic and contemporary trends, together 
with versatility across our entire range. We 
are exceptionally proud of our ranges and 
hope our 2018 arrivals offer you a greater 

choice, excite you and help you create events 
that are stylish, gorgeous and unforgettable.

Retro is on the go!
It’s boho, it’s glamorous, 
it’s just plain groovy 
and a lot more will be 
coming your way! We’re 
seeing so much 1970s 
inspired furniture making 

a big comeback. Design elements of the 70s were bold, 
simple and globally-inspired. From lush velvet finishes 
to bold colours, simple, clean lines and plush textiles, 
cane and we, our collection of retro pieces include the 
simplistic Eames range, our single loungers the Sexton, 
Poet and Dorchester, the Malawian, Shell chair, Egg 
chair as well the Sexton, Phoebe and Sophia couches.

In the mood for wood
Another material coming 
back after a good few 
years in the shadows is 
light coloured wood, as 
showcased in our pallet 
furniture. This trendy new furniture style is a popular 
choice for both our corporate and private clients, giving 
events a rustic, casual feel which is certainly ‘on trend’. 

NEW AT INSPIRE

COMPETITION 

R10 000 
furniture hire voucher 

redeemable in Johannesburg 
or Cape Town.

Question: What is your favourite 
picture on our website?

Email your answer to charlene@
bizpr.co.za by 20 August 2018

T&C’s apply. Valid until 
August 2018


